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Abstract - The communicative approach has been widely 

adopted in EFL teaching practice. Most foreign language 

educators have readily embraced the communicative 

objective as the principle underlying teaching and learning 

activities in today classrooms. Concerning over the 

development of communicative competence, the present 

teaching of spoken English is still regarded unsuccessful, 

following complaints from stake holders because many 

graduates are still lack of foreign language communication 

skill to join in transcultural and world society. This paper 

reported a study of classroom interaction among 

Indonesian adult learners and native speakers of English. 

The study focused on the interactional competence of the 

learners. This is due to the importance of interactional 

competence in communicative competence development. 

Qualitative research was conducted by using 

questionnaires, interviewing and observing the activities in 

the classroom. The objective of the research is limited to 

find out how students manage communication problems 

with native speakers of English. The communication 

breakdowns which happened in the interaction might be 

influenced by multiple factors. The findings showed that 

language proficiency, attitude towards English, 

communication strategy and cultural aspects contribute 

influential factors to the success of oral communication 

and the development of intercultural competence. These 

factors gain less attention to be involved in foreign 

language teaching and learning as many CLT 

implementations are reported. Results of the research are 

expected to give possible solution of communication 

problems and to increase effectiveness of the application 

which are also preparing learners to involve in bi-

directional or multi-directional conversation which are 

naturally practiced in the real life. 

Keywords—strategic competence, communication 

strategy, interactional competence 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The need of excellent communicative skills in foreign 

language is urgent. Even now, communicative competence has 

become an essential skill in this 21th century, and English has 

been a central language for global communication. It leads to 

put successful learning of communicative English language 

skills, especially speaking skills, to be an important goal of 

language teaching. It can generally be understood that the 

objective of teaching and learning English is to enable the 

students to be able to communicate and interact with other 

people in the global society. Reference [15] Even most students 

feel that being able to communicate orally is ultimate in a 

foreign language learning. 

Reference [20] Although many learners put priority on 

oral skill of language, but some facts prove that speaking skills 

development is less prioritized. Complaints on lack of speaking 

skill of students and graduates happen in many places in the 

world. Luo described that most Chinese students could not orally 

communicate with others in English although they had learnt 

English for years. Reference [22] In Lithuania the problems in 

learning good speaking skills and low English proficiency of 

schools‟ graduate happens every year. The condition in 

Indonesia is almost the same that a great number of learners face 

a lot of difficulties in using English orally and spontaneously 

although Reference [17] they are motivated enough to increase 

their communication competence.. Furthermore, Reference [38] 

Widiati and Cahyono found that Indonesian EFL learners were 

eager to reach fluency as the result of foreign language learning. 

For decades the popular Communicative Language 

Teaching (CLT) Reference [33] encourages the learners to 

communicate in target language to improve their 

communication competence. However, the expectation that 

learners will have a high level of communicative competence 

and eventually they will use target language willingly and 

effectively may be hardly reached due to nature of human as 

Reference [12] Dörnyei claims that it is common among people 

to avoid communicating in target language though they could 

be communicatively competent. This reluctance shows a reason 

of low communicative competence of EFL learners. 

On the other hand, Reference [21] different from the 

model of communicative competence, interactional competence 

supports naturalistic interaction using the target language. It 

serves as a link that connects any linguistic or interactional 

resources which enables a person to communicate in a given 

context. This concept covers not only the language aspects 

which include register and modes of meaning, but also the 

interaction aspects such as sequential organization, turn taking 

and repair.  

Considering both conditions, it needs to find out how 

learners employ their communicative competence in natural 

and spontaneous speaking task with native speakers of the 

target language. This context requires learners to use their 

communicative competence and interactional competence at the 

same time. If there is an indication to avoid communicating in 

target language, but there is also a need to interact using target 

language, learners should put the need to interact first. It will 

push them to communicate in the target language and put their 

reluctance to use the target language aside. 

For this reason, the aim of this study was to investigate 

the development of interactional competence in English among 

Indonesian learners. Bearing this purpose in mind, the present 

study examined how attitude towards international community, 

motivation to learn English, linguistic self-confidence and their 

communication strategies may be influential in their 

performance in target language. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is the latest 

trend in language teaching and learning. This leads language 

teachers to shift their attention from prioritizing perfect 

grammatical and linguistic competence to communicative use 

of that language. It can be said that being proficient in one 

language means being able to communicate in that language 

fluently rather than to master the structures. Communicative 

use of a language is usually performed orally because language 

is a mean of communication; communicating facts, ideas and 

thoughts are delivered using language. Reference [32] Richard 

even explained that one of the goals of CLT is to develop 

speaking fluency in language use.  

The development of communicative competence requires 

the development of four aspects of communicative competence 

as Reference [7] Canale and Swain divided communicative 

competence into linguistic competence (knowledge of linguistic 

forms), sociolinguistic competence (the ability to use language 

appropriately in contexts), discourse competence (coherence 

and cohesion), and strategic competence (knowledge of verbal 

and non-verbal communication strategies). The theory implies 

that linguistic or grammatical competence alone is not enough 

to be able to communicate using language in a given cultural 

social set up.  
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Focusing on strategic competence, it as the ability to 

express oneself to face difficulties or limited language 

knowledge. Furthermore, Reference [7] it is defined as „verbal 

and non-verbal communication strategies that may be called 

into action to compensate for breakdowns in communication 

due to performance variables or to insufficient competence‟. 

Reference [29] It is regarded a promising breakthrough in 

solving the problem of fluency in speaking foreign language. 

The notion of strategic competence is then developed by Swain 

by including communication strategies that may be called into 

action either to enhance the effectiveness of communication or 

to compensate for communication breakdowns. In other words, 

strategic competence functions to increase communication 

performance. Reference [40] This is similar with definition 

from Yule and Tarone about strategic competence which is 

described as an ability to select an effective means of 

performing a communication act that enables the listener or 

reader to identify the intended referent.  

Reference [7] Canale and Swain and Reference [1] 

Bachman mentioned about meaning and communication 

strategies in the concept of strategic competence. They put 

priority on the role of meaning in communication. Supporting 

the concept, Reference [28;27] Bialystok and Fröhlich, and 

Paribakht, prove that learners of second language use 

communication strategies in getting their meaning across when 

they face lexical problems. Dealing with communication, 

Reference [1] Bachman mentioned that strategic competence is 

to relate language competence to the language user‟s 

knowledge of the world and to the features of the situation. 

Finally, Reference [29] Paribakht defined communication 

strategies as underlying elements in speakers‟ attempt to 

transmit their thought to their interlocutor. 

Reference [7] Communication strategies which are related 

to how speakers of the language productively express meaning 

or deliver messages to others are usually used by second 

language learners to attain a degree of communicative 

effectiveness beyond their current linguistic knowledge. 

Related to fluency development, Reference [27] the ability to 

use a variety of communication strategy is influential. 

Furthermore, Reference [16] proved that students‟ insufficincy 

of linguistic competence leads them to seek alternative ways to 

convey meaning. While struggling to cope with communication 

problems, students paid less attention to the problem of 

accuracy. However, it is worth noting that most of them did not 

abandon their attempts to communicate, indicating a strong 

intention to achieve communication goals.  

Reference [35] Communication which happened in the 

interaction of human is affected by several cultural assumptions 

about the purpose of particular interaction and expected 

outcomes of encounters. He emphasized the importance of 

culture knowledge to support oral communication skill 

development and communication. This is the underlying theory 

to learn culture of the foreign language because the lack of 

knowledge of culture could be a problem in foreign language 

communication. Reference [19;21;13] The involvement of 

culture in language learning is due to the function of language 

which is more than a tool for communication. It also represents 

social and cultural background. Therefore, learning the 

linguistic aspect of a target language cannot successfully 

engage learners into real-life communication in the target 

culture. Engagement into real-life communication in the target 

language can be achieved by learning not only linguistic aspect 

of the language but also the social and cultural background.  

Various scholars are interested in investigating 

interactional competence, as compared to communicative 

competence. Many have voiced out their dissatisfaction on the 

model of communicative competence, and suggested that ESL 

practitioners look at interactional competence and how it is 

employed in naturalistic interaction such as the classroom. 

Theory is defined as “the knowledge that participants bring to 

and realize in interaction and the knowledge of how such 

knowledge is acquired. 

The theory is based on two notions. First of them is 

co-construction introduced by Jacoby and Ochs and described 

as “the joint creation of a form, interpretation, stance, action, 

activity, identity, institution, skill, ideology, emotion, or other 

culturally meaningful activity”. Young emphasizes that in this 

theory second language knowledge is considered to exist not 

within the mind-brain of a single participant; rather it is 

considered to be jointly constructed in interaction. The 

important fact emphasis is that the co-construction does not 

automatically imply “affiliative or supportive interactions”. The 

second notion of interactional competence theory is based on a 

concept that competence is local to specific instances of 

interaction, which are termed by Hall as interactive practices. 

The talk is comprised of interactive practices, structured 

moments of face-to-face interaction – differently enacted and 

differently valued – whereby individuals come together to 

create, articulate, and manage their valued resources”. The first 

notion of interactional competence use the concept of strategic 

competence in their implementation, while the second notion 

supports Reference [1] Bachman‟s concept of language 

competence which then also takes roles in developing strategic 

competence. 

According to Hall “our becoming participants involves 

three processes: the discovery (other- and self-guided) of 

interactive patterns in the practices in which we engage with 

others; observation and reflection on others‟ participatory 

moves and responses to these moves; and our own active 

construction of responses to these patterns”. Thus, we can 

compare it to the assessment component of strategic 

competence which is referred to by Bachman Reference [1] as 

taking stock of what is needed, what one has to work with, and 

how well one has done. It provides a means by which the 

individual relates their topical knowledge and language 

knowledge to the language use setting and tasks or to the 

testing situation and tasks as well as taking into consideration 

the individual's affective responses.  

Considering the influence of culture in development of 

interaction competence of EFL learners, it is better to learn how 

it is developed among Asian students. Reference [39] Yagi 

reported the development in Japanese context that ESL students 

were able to learn through their repeated participation in the 

same situated practice, even with no explicit feedback from the 

researcher or an instructor. In the study, language learning was 

possibly by the opportunities for the learners to interact with 

more competent participants. However, the degree of 

competence and learning varied from student to student. It is 

possible that some forms or structures had been studied before 

the interactions, but it was through these moments of meaning 

negotiation that these forms were brought to use in order to 

achieve specific goals, and thus their interactional competence 

could be improved. Reference [11] Donald reported in 

Taiwanese context where the instructor played a very important 

role in developing learners‟ interactional competence which is 

shown in the classroom interaction. Reference [24] 

Krishnasamy made a research in Malaysian context. He 

mentioned that his research was very much focused on the 

different aspects of communication, especially the verbal and 

the nonverbal aspects of communication, students‟ negotiating 

skills and any particular aspects that are perceived to influence 

the interaction process. For instance, Malaysian English or the 

mother tongue influence was evident and used as a linguistic 

resource when something needed to be expressed in relation to 

the task. 

Following to those research, Reference [36] Tecedor 

supported Reference [39] Yagi‟s findings that although subject 

to great individual variability and not always following native-

like standards, English native speakers in the early stages of 

learning Spanish are able to express varying degrees of 

alignment in conversations with a peer of a similar proficiency 

level. As they strive to create a sphere of mutual understanding, 

they test different options from their linguistic repertoire and 

learn not only from their own attempts but also from those of 

their interlocutor. These results suggest that repeated 

engagement in interactional practice does provide the linguistic, 

social, and pedagogical affordances learners need to develop 

the interactional skills that will serve them well not only to 

build confidence and competence in the classroom learning 

context, but also hopefully in the world outside the classroom. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

Considering the research problem, this research used 

qualitative approach. Qualitative research approach, as it is 

used to explore the problem, to identify kinds of cognitive and 

affective factors to participant‟s interactional competence 

development. The method is employed to gain deeper 

perspective of the phenomena. Investigating interaction 

development factors requires a comprehensive exploration to 

collect data because they include some psychological factors 

behind the actual linguistic performance. The data cannot be 
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presented in terms of quantitative quality although some of the 

quality are measured by numbers. 

B. Participants and Setting 

The participants of the present study were 50 students of 

military based institute of technology. The students are officers 

of navy and air force, studying industrial engineering. All 

participants are male. Their age was between 25 and 35. The 

participants had been studying for two years and had 

accomplished English course. Most participants are at 

elementary level of English proficiency which only 10 % of 

them are at intermediate level. 

The participants were in an English Program which 

involved United State Army Cadets as tutors. Their age was 

between 20 and 25. Some of the cadets are native speakers of 

English, and some of them are bilingual speakers of English 

and other language such as Spanish and Tagalog language of 

Phillipines. 

 

C. Instruments 

Questionnaire is used to gather data. Nakatani‟s “Oral 

Communication Strategy Inventory” (OCSI) is used in the 

questionnaire of communication strategy. The questionnaires of 

OCSI give representation of participants‟ choice of 

communication strategies. The questionnaires are also adjusted 

with the purposes of the research by adding some items of 

attitude and motivation. The influencing factors are explored 

through interview and observation to find out the explanation 

and/or correlation among variables.  

 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSSION 

The findings of the study includes learners‟ attitude 

towards international community, motivation to learn English, 

linguistic self-confidence and the communication strategies 

usage.  Those factors are considered influential in the 

development of interactional competence. And each factor may 

have influence to the other factors. For example, factor of 

attitude towards international community may determine 

motivation, self confidence and the choice of communication 

strategies to use. This section will describe the findings of the 

study which then it is followed by relevant discussion. 

All participant of the study have positive attitude towards 

international community, although at different level. The level 

of positivity increases when the participants were experienced 

of abroad assignment. They used to be assigned as United 

Nation Peace Keeper Officers which gave them access to 

interact and communicate with people of different countries. 

Their positive attitude is shown in their participation in learning 

activity. 

The participation can be divided into two kinds: active 

and passive ones. The active participation is indicated by 

answering and responding voluntarily in the conversation. The 

passive participation did not mean ignoring the class, but 

waiting to be assigned by the tutor although the atmosphere of 

learning is relatively less formal. Only 20 % of the participants 

responded actively, while the rest did passively. 

Most participants involved passively in classroom activity 

because they perceived themselves to have low English 

proficiency. It made them less confidence to speak in order to 

respond to any given questions. The self-confidence of the 

learner increased when they were in small group of discussion. 

This was shown by increasing participation in the group 

activities. 

Related to the cultural factors, there were gaps between 

the participants and the tutors. The gaps were shown on the 

sense of humor. The sense of humor of US cadets was different 

from one of Indonesian officers. Although they had the same 

background of occupation, they laughed at different objects of 

their occupation. The US cadets made jokes on their uniforms 

while the Indonesian officers could not able to find the joke in 

the story. The Indonesian learners‟ lack in finding the joke was 

not influenced by their limited vocabulary. It was merely 

different cultural exposure.  

The choice of words in vocabulary games was also much 

influenced by the culture and the environment. The US cadets 

were more familiar with “boa” (a kind of giant snake of 

America Continent), “trousers”, “brown”, etc. Indonesian 

officers were less familiar with the words. They knew “phyton” 

better than “boa” in terms of giant snake. They knew “pants” 

better than “trousers”. They said “chocolate” in spite of 

“brown”. This shown that the natural environment and mother 

tongue influenced the choice of words. 

The native speakers found difficulty to understand some 

sentences produced by Indonesian learners. The difficulties 

were then solved by asking more information related to the 

sentence. An Indonesian learner made this sentence: “I go to 

school by bike which I ride”. At glance, there is no grammatical 

mistake. But the native speaker said that people did not say the 

way the Indonesian learner said. He said that it should be “I 

ride my bike to school”. There was different point of view 

towards the same fact which influenced to put the subject of the 

sentence. 

 

V. IMPLICATION TO TEACHING 

SPEAKING 

The explanation above shows us that the teacher should 

pay attention to cultural factors influencing the way her 

students communicate. It cannot be justified only by the 

modern and updated teaching strategy because the trend of 

current learning is not teacher centered anymore, but that is one 

of student centered. It implies to the suggestion that influencing 

factors of learners‟ achievement must be considered and 

calculated carefully before determining how teaching speaking 

is delivered. 

Teaching speaking should be developed more to increase 

the effectiveness of the strategy. As speaking is not only 

involving linguistic competence, teachers should also develop 

learners‟ strategic competence which is proven valuable in 

developing interactional competence, especially in Asian 

contexts. This also supports to the opinion that strategic 

competence is a breakthrough to cope limited linguistic 

competence and cultural factors. 
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